A novel paradigm for vehicular traffic in the era of connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) is proposed, which includes two combined principles: lane-free traffic and vehicle nudging, whereby vehicles are "pushing" (from a distance, using communication or sensors) other vehicles in front of them. This traffic paradigm features several advantages, including: smoother and safer driving; increase of roadway capacity; and no need for the anisotropy restriction. The proposed concept provides, for the first time since the automobile invention, the possibility to actively design (rather than describe) the traffic flow characteristics in an optimal way, i.e. to engineer the future CAV traffic flow as an efficient artificial fluid. Options, features, application domains and required research topics are discussed. Preliminary simulation results illustrate some basic features of the concept.
Introduction
Vehicular traffic has evolved as a crucial means for the transport of persons and goods, and its importance for the economic and social life of modern society cannot be overemphasized. On the other hand, vehicular traffic congestion, which appears on a daily basis, particularly in and around metropolitan areas, has been and remains an (increasingly) serious, in fact threatening, problem that calls for drastic and ground-breaking solutions. Traffic congestion causes excessive delays, substantial environmental pollution and reduced traffic safety. The cost of road traffic congestion in Europe exceeds € 120 billion per year, without accounting for the excess environmental pollution and the cost of traffic accidents, the latter being some four times higher. Similar figures apply in the case of U.S.A. traffic congestion and accident costs. Conventional traffic management measures are valuable [1, 2] , but not sufficient to address the heavily congested traffic conditions, which must be addressed in a more comprehensive way that exploits gradually emerging and future ground-breaking new capabilities of vehicles and the infrastructure.
During the last decade, there has been an enormous effort by the automobile industry, as well as by numerous research institutions to develop and deploy a variety of Vehicle Automation and Communication Systems (VACS) that will revolutionize the capabilities of individual vehicles. VACS may be distinguished in: Vehicle Automation Systems ranging from relatively weak driver support to highly or fully automated driving; and Vehicle Communication Systems enabling V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle) and V2I (vehicle-to-infrastructure) communication. Some low-automation VACS are already available in the market, such as ACC (Adaptive Cruise Control), which automatically controls the vehicle speed according to the desired speed selected by the driver; or adjusts the distance in case of a slower front vehicle. Moreover, numerous companies and research institutions have been developing and testing in real traffic conditions high-automation or virtually driverless autonomous vehicles that monitor their environment and make sensible decisions not only about car-following, but also about lane changing [3] . There is a variety of concepts employed for their movement strategies, ranging from AI (Artificial Intelligence) to optimal control methods. It should be noted that the relatively high-risk task of lane changing is particularly challenging, both methodologically and practically [4] [5] [6] .
This paper launches the TrafficFluid concept, which is a novel paradigm for vehicular traffic, applicable at high levels of vehicle automation and communication and high penetration rates, as expected to prevail in the not-too-far future. Although we may lower the requirements eventually, we assume for now that vehicles communicate with each other (V2V) and with the infrastructure (V2I) at sufficient frequency, distance and bandwidth; and drive automatically, based on own sensors, communications and appropriate movement control strategy. Other than that, vehicles may be of various types (e.g. electric or with internal combustion engine) and sizes and may have a variety of desired (or allowed) maximum speeds and accelerations. Given these, the TrafficFluid concept is based on the following two combined principles: 1. Lane-free traffic: Vehicles are not bound to fixed traffic lanes, as in conventional traffic, but may drive anywhere on the 2-D surface of the road, see Fig. 1 . 2. Nudging: Vehicles communicate their presence to other vehicles in front of them (or are sensed by them), and this may exert a "nudging" effect on the vehicles in front (under circumstances and to an extent to be specified later), i.e. vehicles in front may experience (apply) a pushing force in the direction of the line connecting the centers of the nudging vehicle and the nudged vehicle in front. Figure 2 illustrates a possible instance of resulting behavior. Figures 1 and 2 are snapshots from a preliminary microscopic TrafficFluid simulator; the % marked on each vehicle reflects its current speed as a percentage of its desired speed. Yellow vehicles drive currently with lower speed than desired due to hindering slower vehicles in front of them, which are therefore nudged; while blue vehicles have a current speed equal to the desired speed or higher, the latter in case they are nudged by vehicles behind them. In Fig. 2 , the yellow vehicle has a higher desired speed than the two trucks on its left and right, therefore it nudges them aside (on the lane-free road), so as to pass between them and accelerate to its desired speed (thus becoming blue). 
Results
For a quick verification and demonstration of the outlined TrafficFluid concept, an ad-hoc model and microscopic simulator for the vehicle movement on a lane-free road was developed. The simulated vehicles are passenger cars (no trucks); they are randomly selected from 6 pre-specified vehicledimension classes; and have random desired speeds (within the pre-specified range [25, 35] m/s). All vehicles employ an identical movement strategy while driving on a circular road, whose 2-D surface has a length of 1 km and width of 10.2 m; this road width would barely suffice for 3 conventional motorway lanes. The vehicle movement strategy is based on an "artificial forces" approach, whereby the longitudinal and lateral forces determine the corresponding vehicle acceleration in two dimensions. There are three 2-D forces acting in each direction (longitudinal and lateral). First, the target-speed force (positive or negative) depends on the deviation of the current vehicle speed from its desired speed; the latter being zero in the lateral direction. Second, each vehicle generates repulsive forces, fading with distance, that are applied to vehicles behind it and are introduced to avoid collisions. Third, each vehicle generates nudging forces, fading with distance, that are applied to vehicles ahead of it. Weighting parameters are used to adjust the impact of each force. After calculation of the forces, a bounding mechanism may clip them before they are used as vehicle accelerations; bounding aims at respecting various technical restrictions, in particular also the respect of the lateral road boundaries. The ad-hoc model is factually crash-free, i.e. no vehicle crashes were observed in all reported results, but we intend to derive more efficient and provably safe strategies in the future.
To assess and demonstrate some features of the TrafficFluid concept, the outlined simulation environment was used in a number of experiments. Specifically, four series of simulations were carried out, each series being summarized in a corresponding stationary flow (veh/h) versus density (veh/km) diagram, which is known as the Fundamental Diagram (FD), see Fig. 3 . For each simulation run, the addressed number of vehicles (corresponding to a density value) are scattered roughly homogeneously on the road surface, whereby lateral vehicle positioning is closer to the left-hand boundary of the road for vehicles with higher desired speeds. All vehicles start with zero speed and accelerate eventually according to the vehicle movement strategy. After a transition period, the emerging traffic flow stabilizes around a stationary value, which is the value marked on the FD for the corresponding density. Four FDs are displayed in Fig, 3 ; in the first one, nudging forces are switched off, while two more FDs were produced with weak and stronger nudging, respectively. Finally, conditions on the fourth FD are identical as in the third, but the road width has been enlarged by 1.7 m, which corresponds to half-width of a conventional motorway lane, These summarized simulation results demonstrate that:  In all cases we obtain the characteristic inverse-U shape of a conventional FD.  The achieved flows and capacity without nudging are much higher than what is usually observed on a conventional three-lane motorway, something that is attributed mainly to the lane-free traffic character.  Nudging increases the flows and the capacity, as well as the critical density (at which the highest flow occurs).
 The incremental road widening (by half "lane") leads to further increases of the flows, the capacity, the critical density and the maximum density (at which flow and speed return to zero). The details of the movement control strategy, the simulations and the obtained results are provided in Section 4. 
Discussion

3.A. General Features
For most of human history, roads did not need lanes because of low-speed movements. However, when automobiles came into widespread use during the beginning of the 20 th century, there was a need to separate opposite traffic directions via lane markings on roads and highways to reduce the risk of frontal collisions; while dashed lines, separating parallel lanes on the same traffic direction, were only introduced in the 1950s, along with the rules governing lane-changing. Parallel lanes increase the traffic safety in manual driving, because they simplify the driving task for the human driver; when driving on a lane, the driver needs to monitor only the distance and speed of the front car, with virtually no need to also monitor the vehicle's left, right and rear sides. On the other hand, when a driver wishes to change her driving lane, things become more complex and risky, as the driver needs to look for an available gap on the target lane and predict its evolution based on the observed speeds of multiple vehicles (and of her own), while watching at the same time for the distance to the front vehicle. The lane-changing task becomes even more risky in cases of massive lane changes due to a lane-drop or merging on-ramps or roads. Lane changes are responsible for 10% of all accidents [7] . In summary, unidirectional lanes are indispensable in manual driving conditions due to increased safety; on the other hand, the existence of lanes entails the need for lane changing, which is recognized as an accident-prone manoeuvre.
The lane width on American interstate highways is 3.7 m, while German Autobahnen feature a lane width of 3.5 -3.75 m. Since a medium-size car has a width in the order of 1.8 m, and a truck is some 2.5 m wide, we conclude that the lateral occupancy on motorways may be only slightly higher than 50%. Thus, the carriageway capacity could be strongly increased, even if only a part of the void lateral space is used, as in lane-free traffic. This indeed happens (semi-legally) to some extent in several developing countries, notably in India, where saturation (capacity) flow at traffic lights has been observed to increase strongly for inhomogeneous traffic with low lane discipline [8] . On top of the static capacity loss due to the need for wide lanes on high-speed highways with manual driving, additional capacity loss occurs due to dynamic phenomena attributed to lane-changing manoeuvres. Specifically, lane changing on highways is a notorious cause for reduced capacity [7] due to increased space occupancy of the lane-changing vehicle; and for triggering traffic breakdown at critical traffic conditions. Such phenomena are even more pronounced and detrimental to safety and capacity at locations of increased lateral movements, such as converging or diverging motorways, on-and offramps and weaving sections, because of the abrupt and space-consuming lateral displacements required in lane-based traffic.
In a nutshell, unidirectional traffic lanes have emerged in the mid-20 th century as a necessary measure for improving traffic safety, even at the expense of reducing the highway capacity. According to the TrafficFluid concept, it may soon be time for the highways, motorways, arterials, and, perhaps, even urban roads to return to their lane-free structure, regaining the lost capacity and also improving on traffic safety. This can be achieved in the era of high-level vehicle automation and connectivity, as there is no need to mimic (in fact there are good reasons to avoid mimicking) the human lane-based driving task. Vehicle sensors and communications enable a CAV to monitor continuously its close and even distant surroundings on a 360 o base and make fast moving decisions. These superbly increased capabilities, compared to human driving, would allow for a CAV to "float" safely and efficiently in a stream of other, potentially cooperating, CAVs, based on appropriate movement strategies.
Vehicle movement strategies for CAVs are easier to design, safer and more efficient in a lane-free environment due to smooth 2-D vehicle movement, where accident-prone, hence conservative, laterally "discontinuous" displacements to other lanes become obsolete. In addition, front-back vehicle collisions occurring in manual lane-based driving, sometimes involving dozens of vehicles in a pileup, may cause more serious damage than their counterpart of side-side collisions that are more likely to occur in lane-free traffic.
With regard to the second TrafficFluid principle, nudging, let us first note the (perhaps not merely) verbal similarity with the "nudge theory" by Richard Thaler that earned him the 2017 Nobel Prize in Economics. Thaler introduced the concept of "nudging" people through subtle changes in government policies, such that they do things that are beneficial for them in the long term (e.g. saving money). Back to traffic, a major and indeed "sacred" principle in traffic flow theory is the property of anisotropy in macroscopic traffic flow models [9] [10] [11] [12] . Macroscopic traffic flow theory started with the pioneering work [13] , which was based on an analogy of (single-lane, crowded) vehicular traffic flow with water flow in open channels. Vehicular traffic exhibits indeed many similar qualitative features as gas in a pipe or water flow in an open channel; similarly to water flow, traffic states propagate as waves with a speed different than the fluid particles speed; and shock waves form when fast vehicles catch up with slower vehicles in front. On the other hand, there is a major difference between water or gas flow versus vehicular traffic flow, which is due to the fact that vehicle movement (by the action of the human driver) is determined virtually exclusively by the happenings downstream (essentially by the distance and speed of the vehicle in front), while vehicles behind have normally no impact on a human's driving behaviour. In contrast, water or gas flow particles may influence the state of other downstream particles, e.g. fast particles may be "pushing" slower particles ahead making them accelerate. The fact that drivers react only to front vehicles is referred to as the anisotropic property of traffic flow and has specific mathematical consequences, e.g. that traffic waves cannot propagate faster than vehicles [9] .
TrafficFluid's nudge effect enables vehicular traffic flow to be deliberately conceived in a variety of possible ways, without the anisotropy restriction imposed by human driving, so as to satisfy appropriate design criteria, e.g. maximize the road capacity. Note that nudging is much less interesting if applied to lane-based traffic, where some local inter-vehicle interaction might have a local stabilizing effect or slightly facilitate a lane change of the following vehicle, but this is not comparable to a generalized nudging policy that alters the characteristics of individual vehicle movement and, more importantly, of the emerging traffic fluid in a predictable engineered way. Naturally, nudging must be appropriately designed and limited; for example, nudging may be designed to have no effect if the nudged vehicle has already exceeded its desired speed by a certain percentage; and, certainly, nudging should not jeopardize traffic safety under any circumstances. Thus, vehicle nudging, in combination with lane-free flow, provide an unprecedented possibility to design (rather than describe or model) the traffic flow characteristics in an optimal way, subject to constraints, but without the need to satisfy anisotropy or other conditions stemming from the era of human driving. In short, we have the problem of designing, for the first time since the automobile invention, the properties of the traffic flow as an artificial fluid, and this is indeed the overarching feature of the TrafficFluid concept.
It is worth noting that the basic prerequisites for a real implementation of the TrafficFluid concept are moderate. On the vehicle level, the required movement strategy is likely to be easier to design than strategies currently deployed in autonomous vehicles for lane-based driving (including lane changes). With regard to on-board sensors and connectivity (V2V and V2I), there are no essential requirements that would exceed current plans for CAVs. Finally, TrafficFluid does not call for unconventional or costly new features for the road infrastructure. Note also that the TrafficFluid concept leads to incremental capacity increases, as a result of incremental road widening, in contrast to the need to widen conventional roads by lane "quanta". Thus, limited road widening around problematic bottleneck areas (e.g. on-ramps or strong upgrade or curvature) may be sufficient to dissolve local capacity problems that are those triggering congestion in conventional traffic.
3.B. Related issues
As the TrafficFluid concept is original, there is, as far as we are aware, no technical literature addressing issues related to it. Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out some works that may be considered to relate to some extent to the proposed TrafficFluid environment.
Microscopic simulation has been established in the last decades as a prominent tool for various traffic and transportation tasks. However, the low lane discipline and high number of small-size vehicles, including motorcycles, that are encountered in several developing countries, render lanebased simulation less accurate to reflect the actual traffic conditions in those countries. Therefore, in the last few years, there have been a few microscopic modelling works, which proposed, using various approaches, models for heterogeneous traffic (comprising different vehicle classes with different sizes and characteristics) and also for lane-less traffic. Overviews of such works may be found in [14, 15] . Clearly, a major difference of the present work to these modelling works is that they attempt to describe the driving behaviour of real vehicles and drivers; while for TrafficFluid we need to design opportune movement strategies for safe and efficient traffic flow. The most recent of these works, which comes closest to TrafficFluid subjects, is [16] , where a microscopic model for lane-less traffic is proposed, validated with real traffic data and analysed with respect to its stability properties by use of consensus-seeking agents methods [17] . Heterogeneous or multi-class traffic has also been considered in various ways in macroscopic modelling, see [14, 18] . A recent macroscopic modelling work considers PTWs (Powered Two-Wheelers), which filter between cars, have particular dynamics, and do not respect lane discipline, similarly to a fluid in a porous medium, PTWs "percolate" between cars depending on the gap between them [19] . These works are rather remote from our endeavours, though some of them might provide useful hints regarding the development of macroscopic TrafficFluid models.
Regarding nudging or, more generally, the possibility for vehicles to influence the driving behaviour of other vehicles downstream, references are even sparser. While designing ACC regulators, [20] proposed the idea of using not only sensor measurements for the front distance, as usual in ACC, but also rear sensor measurements to the vehicle behind, so as to improve the stability properties of the ACC system. Clearly, using measurements referring to the vehicle behind is an instance of downstream influence of that vehicle. This idea was taken over in several other ACCdesign works [21, 22] . Despite reflecting influence from upstream, these works focus on lane-based longitudinal inter-vehicle stability issues and are therefore of marginal interest for our concept.
[23] proposes a novel approach to macroscopically model and simulate 2-D (longitudinal and lanechanging) lane-based traffic flow using the concept of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH). To this end, they propose a number of macroscopic "virtual forces" applying to elementary flow particles, which represent small volumes of the traffic flow, not necessarily vehicles. The forces are selected to reflect driver behavior for modelling conventional traffic; but for CAV traffic, the forces may differ and, in fact, they may also incorporate forward influence of vehicles, which comes close to our nudge effect, albeit at a macroscopic level and for lane-based traffic. Numerical simulations indicate that the application of forward forces may increase the road capacity, but, due to the macroscopic nature of the approach, it appears difficult to judge on the microscopic vehicle-level implications for safety and convenience. Nevertheless, the approach bears interest for our concept.
Another area that bears similarities with this work and has expanded enormously in the last decade is crowd modelling and simulation, see the book [24] and the overviews [25] [26] [27] ; a similar area involving, beyond pedestrians, also cyclists and vehicles is traffic modelling in shared spaces [28] . A popular approach, while modelling moving persons, is to apply potential fields (a concept stemming from robotics path planning [29] ), called "social forces" around each person in the 2-D space. Social forces reflect a variety of possible person intentions and knowledge, infrastructure types and constraints. One such social force is a repulsive force applied by a circular field around the centre of each (circular) moving person; this repulsive force fades out with distance from the person's center in the 2-D space and is included in the modelling to prevent collisions with other persons. In case two persons collide, i.e. they touch each other, as for example in emergency or high-density situations, then special "pushing" forces apply, which act similarly as our nudging, albeit only in case of adjacent colliding persons. In summary, crowd modelling is similar to TrafficFluid in that it may contain instances of lane-free moving of persons along a bounded path, but it has also significant differences: (a) It is a modelling approach aiming at mimicking real movements, not a design procedure for safe and efficient traffic flow; and (b) it addresses situations quite different from high-speed vehicles driving on roads. Nevertheless, the crowd modelling area includes some elements that may be of interest for our concept.
Finally, we note the existence of works referring to "Artificial Transportation Systems", see e.g. [30] , where, however, the term "artificial" reflects essentially a "simulated" transportation system, which represents and replaces the real system; while the term "artificial fluid" in this paper's title is used literally and actively, reflecting the endeavour to design, deliberately and purposefully, an engineered traffic flow system.
3.C. Developments required
The TrafficFluid concept calls for substantial investigations to understand implications, exploit opportunities and conceive a safe and efficient artificial fluid of traffic. Such investigations must address, among others, the following challenging subjects: Vehicle movement strategy design for various scenarios of connectivity (V2V and V2I); consideration of different vehicle types, including trucks, emergency vehicles and manually driven vehicles; the possibilities and impact of forming vehicle platoons within the lane-free environment; the impact of incidents and congestion; consideration of various road infrastructures (motorways, arterials and even road junctions) with laterally entering and exiting traffic; development of realistic simulators; emerging macroscopic traffic flow model development; possible traffic-responsive (i.e. depending on the prevailing traffic conditions) actions, at the vehicle or traffic levels. In short, the proposed TrafficFluid concept and related investigations address a novel traffic environment that must be designed from scratch. We expect that TrafficFluid will trigger new research by many capable research groups to address some of 8 the outlined, as well as additional issues, so as to explore the potential benefits of the new traffic paradigm while addressing a major problem for modern society.
Modeling and Simulation Details 4.A. Vehicle movement strategy
Longitudinal (x-direction) and lateral (y-direction) accelerations and for each vehicle at time are computed via the following respective equations:
where, are scalar coefficients for the longitudinal and lateral, respectively, "forces" . The purpose of each force is briefly described as follows:  target-speed force strives for the vehicle to attain its desired longitudinal (lateral) target speed;  repulsive force , due to vehicles ahead, aims at preventing collision with such vehicles;  nudging force , due to vehicles behind, aims at facilitating advancement of faster vehicles behind. Finally, the scalar coefficients adjust the effect of nudging forces in relation to repulsive forces; enabling attenuation of nudging forces as needed.
4.B. Target-speed force
Each vehicle is associated with a corresponding desired (non-zero) longitudinal speed and a zero lateral desired speed. When a vehicle is moving below, at, or above its longitudinal (lateral) desired speed, becomes positive, zero, or negative, accordingly. More specifically, we have the following relations (illustrated in Fig. 4) 
(3) (4)
where is the well-known Gauss Error Function; used for its suitable sigmoid shape.
Fig. 4:
The implementation of target-speed forces relies on the Error Function , providing deceleration or acceleration as needed to address any deviation from a desired speed.
4.C, Repulsive and nudging forces
Consider two vehicles and , such that is upstream of and their longitudinal distance is less than . Then, vehicle j exerts a repulsive force onto and vehicle exerts a nudging force onto . The two forces have the same magnitude, but the nudging force may be eventually moderated by use of weights smaller than 1, as in (5) and (6) . Both forces are applied along the line connecting both vehicle centers, but in opposite directions, as the repulsive force is applied to the upstream vehicle due to the presence of downstream vehicle ; while the nudging force is applied to the downstream vehicle due to the presence of upstream vehicle .
To illustrate repulsion, from the perspective of upstream vehicle , the downstream vehicle may be considered to be surrounded by a potential field or "aura", so that the positioning of within 's aura determines the magnitude of the repulsive force. The extent and shape of the aura surrounding from the perspective of depends on: 1) the location of 2) the physical dimensions of vehicles and and 3) the lateral and longitudinal speeds of both and . Hence, there is no single potential field surrounding a vehicle, as its shape depends on the perspective of an "observing" vehicle.
For illustrative purposes, let us consider the example contour plot presented in Fig. 5A . An upstream vehicle is moving with longitudinal speed m/s, centered at position (in m). Downstream vehicle (blue; to its front-left) is centered at and moving with longitudinal speed m/s. Downstream vehicle (blue; to its front-right) is centered at and moving with longitudinal speed m/s. The lateral speed of all three vehicles is zero. Upstream vehicle is centered within the potential field created by its front-neighbors, which is the sum of the individual potential fields surrounding each neighbor. Clearly, only the potential field surrounding affects , which receives a repulsion force. Let this force be denoted as , consisting of a longitudinal component and a lateral component . This way, upstream vehicle is "pressured", as far as the repulsive forces are concerned, to move away from in both the lateral and longitudinal direction.
A different situation is illustrated in Fig. 5B . Here, all vehicles are positioned as above, but now vehicle is moving as fast as vehicle , i.e. at 25 . Since is not approaching vehicle , the aura of (from the perspective of ) is now inconsequential to (i.e. no repulsion is acting from to ), as is not centered within it. But, in contrast to the previous case, now vehicle is moving laterally towards at a lateral speed . Due to its non-zero lateral speed, the aura enclosing extends laterally (towards the direction of lateral movement). Vehicle is now within 's aura and receives a corresponding repulsive force. In effect, now perceives as a potential obstacle to be avoided, with the resulting repulsive force influencing 's movement away from , in both the lateral and longitudinal direction. Returning to the couple of upstream vehicle and downstream vehicle , the downstream vehicle receives a nudging force from upstream vehicle . The magnitude of this nudging force exerted onto is equal to the opposite-directional repulsive force and may also be illustrated by means of an aura surrounding , wherein downstream vehicle is located.
The potential function describing the aura surrounding a vehicle from the perspective of another vehicle, and hence the magnitude (which ranges within ) of the repulsive and nudging forces for a pair of vehicles, is described next in more detail.
4.D. The potential function
Consider the following function of two-dimensional coordinates , based on which we shall define the potential field of a downstream vehicle , from the perspective of an upstream vehicle .
(7) where (8)
The shape of this function in the -space of the road surface depends on the non-negative arguments and , which determine the potential field in the longitudinal and lateral direction, respectively. An impression of is given in Fig. 6 . Effectively, for fixed , rises linearly from 0 to 1 within interval ; remains constant at value 1 within ; and drops linearly to 0 within . It behaves similarly in the lateral direction for according to arguments . From the perspective of , vehicle is surrounded by a potential field defined as follows
and the upstream vehicle receives, due to downstream vehicle , a repulsion force , with magnitude , for . Term is chosen to be proportional to the longitudinal speed of vehicle , so that the repulsive force is applied early enough to vehicles approaching fast from upstream; is equal to sum of halflengths of the two vehicles, , plus a term accounting for the speed difference between the two vehicles, again for early repulsion of fast approaching upstream vehicles. In the lateral direction, since any two vehicles may be moving towards each other, is chosen to be proportional to the absolute value of the speed difference between the two vehicles and while term equals the sum of half-widths . This concept is illustrated in Fig. 7 . More specifically, we have:
 where is a parameter reminiscent of a longitudinal time-gap;  , where is a parameter presented earlier;  , where is reminiscent of a lateral time-gap, which, however, refers to the absolute value of the lateral speed differential; and  . The scalar parameter is multiplied with , so as to allow to adjust the extent to which is treated as a stationary obstacle; thus, for , downstream vehicle is seen as a stationary obstacle from the point-of-view of upstream vehicle ; while, for increasing values of , vehicle is seen as moving accordingly slower. This parameter was introduced to impact the collision avoidance behavior of the strategy.
In the nudging case, the downstream vehicle receives, due to upstream vehicle , a nudging force with an equal magnitude as above. 
4.E. Accumulating repulsion and nudging forces
The repulsive force acting on a reference vehicle equals the sum of individual repulsive forces for every , Where, for every reference vehicle , the set is defined as containing at most downstream vehicles; namely those with the strongest repulsive influence within the forward distance Δ. Similarly, set is defined to contain at most upstream neighbors; namely those with the strongest nudging influence over within the backward distance Δ; and the nudging force acting on a reference vehicle equals the sum of individual nudging forces for every .
4.F. Bounds
After and have been produced as a weighted sum of target-speed, repulsion and nudging forces, a constraining mechanism, described here, may clip them, so as to respect certain bounds, before they are used as accelerations.
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Technical bounds: Longitudinal and lateral acceleration are bounded to lie within specified respective ranges and .
Road-boundaries: Consider a vehicle at time , located at distance from the road boundary and driving towards it with (lateral) speed It can be shown that collision with the boundary is avoidable if and only if , where is the maximum applicable lateral deceleration. This speed bound, which we call "escape velocity bound", tends to zero, as tends to zero (at a rate that depends on ). Thus, having the lateral velocity of a vehicle never exceeding the bound corresponding to its distance to the road boundary, is a necessary and sufficient condition for ensuring that no vehicle exits the road. In addition, it can be shown that having lateral acceleration at time-step not exceeding the following bound (10)
ensures that lateral velocity (at the beginning of the next time-step) will not violate the bound corresponding to its resulting distance to the road boundary.
Using eq. (8) with the current distance and lateral speed to each boundary of the road, a lower and an upper bound is derived and used to clip lateral acceleration at each time-step.
Longitudinal car-following bounds: These bounds were found to suppress some few vehicle collisions that were observed without its application. As explained earlier, every vehicle compiles a set of downstream vehicles with the greatest repulsive impact. For each , a corresponding upper bound for the longitudinal acceleration is computed, as follows:
Let
indicate the extent to which is a potential downstream obstacle; i.e. when is dangerously near and laterally aligned; and when is far ahead or laterally strongly misaligned. Depending on , ranges from:  the acceleration required to reach desired speed within one time-step (first term in (9));  to the deceleration required to adjust the longitudinal speed to , which is defined as (12) Thus, with denoting the longitudinal distance to , is the minimum between:  the speed corresponding to the time-gap-like parameter ;  the longitudinal speed of the downstream vehicle . We use with , i.e. the extent to which a downstream vehicle is treated as an obstacle to be avoided is determined by where, within its repulsive aura, vehicle is located. As a result, not only takes into account relative positioning, but also relative speeds, i.e. may take high values even if is laterally misaligned but moving towards vehicle , as in Fig. 5B .
Among all vehicles
, the vehicle with the tightest bound may be considered as a "leader", whose bound is imposed as an upper bound for the longitudinal acceleration of vehicle .
Other bounds: As a consequence of nudging forces, a vehicle may exceed its desired speed. Moreover, due to repulsive forces, a vehicle might move backwards. In order to prevent both of these cases, longitudinal acceleration is subjected to the following constraints
effectively preventing a vehicle's longitudinal speed from exceeding , with , or from moving backwards.
Finally, lateral acceleration is subjected to the following constraints
to ensure lateral speed will never exceed a fraction of the current longitudinal speed, in either direction. In our simulations we are using and .
4.G. Experiment design
A simulation-based experiment was designed by use of the described ad-hoc vehicle movement strategy, in order to highlight and demonstrate some basic features of the TrafficFluid concept. To this end, we produced four fundamental diagrams (FDs), i.e. flow-versus-density stationary relations, for four corresponding scenarios of vehicle movement, as follows:  No nudging forces applied ( );  Nominal (full) nudging forces applied (  Moderate nudging forces applied ( ; and  Nominal nudging forces applied and incremental widening of the road. Each FD was obtained by simulating the movement of n vehicles (for multiple n), governed by the above movement strategy, on a (two-dimensional) ring-road, which is 1 km long and 10.2 m wide (corresponding to three narrow motorway lanes, each 3.4 m wide) for the first three scenarios; while the road was widened by 1.7 m (half conventional lane width) for the fourth scenario. The right-hand boundary of the road is defined by ; and the left-hand boundary of the road is defined by ; or 11.9 for the fourth scenario. Let denote the position of (the center of) a vehicle at time during the simulation. Initially, at each vehicle is placed at some location , such that all vehicles are randomly and quasi-uniformly distributed on the 2-D road surface. To this end, we start with the lateral distribution and assign the vehicles to three zones (corresponding to "lanes"), with small lateral alignment imperfections. More specifically, the vehicles are equally divided into three (as many as lane-widths) parallel zones ; and each zone is centered at m from the right-hand road boundary. Each vehicle allocated to zone is laterally centered at , with uniformly distributed within . Eventually, the vehicles in each zone are longitudinally distributed at random (uniformly) along the 1 km of road length, and this assigns to them also a longitudinal initial coordinate . The initial longitudinal (lateral) speed of each vehicle is zero. The desired longitudinal speed assigned to a vehicle is a function of its initial lateral position , as follows Thus, the closer a vehicle is positioned to the left-hand (right-hand) road boundary, the closer its desired speed is to ( .The dimensions of each of the vehicles placed on the ringroad are determined by choosing randomly (with the uniform distribution) one out of the six "dimension classes" reported in Table 1 . To obtain each FD, we run a series of simulations employing the vehicle movement strategy settings corresponding to the specific FD scenario. Each simulation in such a series produces a point of the corresponding FD, i.e. it produces a density (veh/km) and a flow (veh/h) value. Specifically, each simulation series considers the presence of vehicles on the 1 km long road, something that determines immediately the respective density (veh/km) values for each simulation of the series (note that also higher n values are considered in the fourth scenario due to a wider road). In order to also obtain a flow value for each n, a simulation is run for time-steps of length , corresponding to some 20 min of simulated time. At each time t, each vehicle is moved according to the longitudinal and lateral accelerations and , respectively, deriving from the described vehicle movement strategy, based on the following kinematic equations for 2-D vehicle position and speed for . Thus, at the beginning of each time-step of length , each vehicle departs from position with longitudinal (lateral) speed ( ; and, moving with constant longitudinal (lateral) acceleration ( ), it reaches its updated state at time .Starting with the described initial state for all vehicles at time 0, the behavior of the overall system reaches, after a transition period, a quasi-steady state in terms of the emerging macroscopic traffic states. The traffic flow (in veh/h) is measured at a specific road location and is averaged for the last 1500 time-steps of the simulation to produce the stationary traffic flow value corresponding to density in the specific FD.
For all produced FDs, the longitudinal time-gap-like parameter is set to s, and the lateral one is set to s. As constant bounds for longitudinal and lateral acceleration, we use , , and , respectively. Parameter , which determines the extent to which any downstream vehicle is treated as a stationary obstacle, is set to . The maximum number of upstream (downstream) vehicles ( taken into account in determining a nudging (repulsive) force exerted on a vehicle are set to for the "no nudging" case and for the rest of scenarios, which consider nudging.
